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In this edition, we will be reviewing Chesapeake Financial Shares Inc. It is traded on the over the counter market under
the symbol: CPKF. In brief here are the 5 major discussion points of why CPKF is our pick in this edition:
1) Current stock price undervaluation and outstanding growth track.
2) Superior diversification of revenue streams compared to industry competitors.
3) Management’s ability "plow back" earnings into the company at high rates of return.
4) Superior financial ratios that prove management has shareholder value in mind.
5) Consistent growth in Free Cash Flow and Increasing Operating Margins.
***100 shares in 1995 = 415 shares in 2013***

Business Description

Most important to note about the stock splits and dividend
structure is the commitment by management to provide
consistent dividend payouts as well as provide increased
liquidity for shareholders with its split technique. We foresee
dividends to remain at 3% per year as well as another stock
split to occur in the next year or two.

Chesapeake Financial Shares Inc. is a one bank holding company that was originally chartered in 1900. It operates two
divisions; the first an 11 branch bank with a focus on small business [SBA loans, Cash Flow Management, POS
management systems] and personal banking products [Mortgages, Savings, Checking, CDs]. The second, an investment
group division offering estate and trust management services for high net worth individuals.
What is most important to note is the diversification of revenue streams. All too often regional banks rely solely on their
interest on loan income to fuel revenues. Chesapeake’s mainstay is that it not only has a highly profitable loan revenue
stream; but it continues to grow its non‐interest revenue stream. This clearly gives Chesapeake an advantage over
competitors as interest rates rise and new membership grows.
= Branch Location

By overlaying Price and Volume we are able to explore relationships between price and: major ownership changes, liquidity
(consistency and solid growth), as well as price supports/fallouts. We see the current trading price to be a solid entry point
to build a first position in the company with an ownership outlook of around 3 to 4 years.

Income & Profitability Metrics
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Our DFCF valuation model indicates that there is a current opportunity to purchase Chesapeake Financial Shares at 55
cents on the dollar. On top of this we also forecast intrinsic value to grow 12% per year. Our investment horizon for
CPKF is targeted at three to four years so consider this move to be "parking" your capital while waiting for the market
to "catch up" or reappraise the value of CPKF to its true intrinsic value.
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ROA, known as Return on Assets, is a financial metric to measure asset efficiency. Higher ROA means that
the company is better at translating assets into profits. The typical ROA ratio for a financial institution
resides around .8%. Chesapeake has an average ROA of 1.1% which is the result of having other sources of
income aside from traditional lending. We expect ROA to remain at 1.1% for the foreseeable future but as
lending restrictions loosen we foresee ROA levels increase.

While 12% per year [intrinsic value] seems lackluster, since you are purchasing CPKF for 55 cents on the dollar; an
investor's true yield will be: 21.8% per year. This is why we see CPKF to be a superior investment.
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Chesapeake's solid management team is one of
the most important qualitative factors that makes
this company so strong. We also forecast that in
the next year industry outlook will improve
dramatically; while also fostering a more
competitive landscape. Other large improvements
will be seen in the company's operating cash flows
and increasing operating margins. A minor concern
may present itself in the near future: insider
holdings. Due to the lack of insider selling in recent
years; we believe that some management
members may begin selling minor positions. We
will continue to monitor this with our proprietary
RSS feed.

Forecasted Future Cash Flows
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Chesapeake's mainstay is its diversified revenue streams. Each "non interest income" business segment
has seen rising revenues and record profits levels over the past couple years. This low reliance on net
interest income lowers investor risk and provides long term "tailwind" for shareholder wealth creation
when lending becomes more profitable as interest rates rise.
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ROE, Return on Equity, is found by multiplying ROA by financial leverage. High ROE levels should not be sought
after without knowledge of the leverage factor. It can be used to understand how much of a return a shareholder
earned on their investment. We like to think of it in terms of a bond coupon. Lets use this “bond” theme to
consider CPFK to be a bond that pays a 11% coupon, but trades at a 45% discount. ROE as a % is declining due to
the higher income levels; again we expect it to level at 11%.
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We are forecasting cash flows for the next 20 years with a 30% margin of safety. An ode to value investing theory
in order to find the company's intrinsic value. In conclusion of this analysis we found that currently Chesapeake
trades for 55 cents on the dollar. The gradient bars represent the yearly range of OIPS, the center blue being the
most likely result. It should be noted that forecasting future cash flows should only be applied to businesses that
have a "moat" otherwise known as a durable competitive advantage.
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